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The Curling Chip       January-February 2019 

 

FLICKERTAIL WOODCARVERS 

PO BOX 7473 
BISMARCK ND 58507-7473 

 

The January 9 Whittle-In featured Ed Ryan 

demonstrating Kolrosing process and providing a 

project. Show and Tell projects included  

intarsia, a roughout of fighting stallions and a 

folding spoon. The January 15
th
 meeting 

consisted of a paleontology lecture by Becky B. 

Next up is a narrative and pictures from our 

winter celebration at the Heglunds. Everyone 

enjoyed the get together especialy the games 

provided  by Trampus. The obituary notice for 

Lyle Warner is contained in the following 

segment of the newsletter.  

The first February meeting featured Bob P, and a 

folding spoon project. And Vince brought a 

beautifully carved sea turtle and Becky W 

provided an intricately carved box.  The final February Whittle-In is Eric’s sea 

turtle allowing a second opportunity for Vince’s project to be shown.  Lastly 

pictures of the carvings at the Heritage Center are featured. The Wahpeton 

Weekend is at the end of the email.  Thanks to all the Flickertail members who 

helped out and took photos with this newsletter and Becky B for sending it.  For 

questions or future articles send your info to Tom/Diane Turck at 

tdturck@bis.midco.net.  

Good Carving! Newsletter Team: Tom Turck_and Diane Lehman Turck__   

        Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/flickertailwoodcarversnd/   

                                             Pintress - 

https://www.pinterest.com/flickertailwoodcarvers/ 
Flickertail Woodcarver projects are supported in part by grants from the 

North Dakota Council on the Arts, which receives funding from the state 

legislature and the National Endowment for the Arts. They are also 

supported by grants from Dakota West Arts Council and Montana 

Dakota Resources Group. 

mailto:tdturck@bis.midco.net
https://www.facebook.com/flickertailwoodcarversnd/
https://www.pinterest.com/flickertailwood/
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Event Calendar 
Meetings and Whittle-Ins are held at Trinity Lutheran Church in Bismarck 

(Summer – June, July and August at Sertoma Park, Shelter #4) 
 

1st and 3rd Thursday = carving at Bismarck Edgewood Vista from 2-4 PM (Project Leads = 

Ron Holtz and Larry Graf) 

 

March 2, 2019 Monthly meeting 8:30-10:30 AM 
Project by Becky Weisgerber, motion item – dog tail 
wag or rope jumping 

 
March 19, 2019 Whittle-In, 7:15-9:00 PM 

Project by Cliff Orgaard 
 

April 6, 2019 Monthly meeting 8:30-10:30 AM 
Project by Becky Barnes, Trilobite (i.e., prehistoric little 
ocean bug) 

 
April 16, 2019 Whittle-In, 7:15-9:00 PM 

Project by Bob Pedigo, sharpening 
 

April 12-14, 2019 Fargo Carving Show 
 

May 4, 2019 Monthly meeting 8:30-10:30 AM 
Project by Larry GrafMay 17-19, 
2019 Spring Carving Class 
Project: wolf head by Bob Pedigo 

 

May 21, 2019 Whittle-In, 7:15-9:00 PM 
Project by Warren Schlecht 

 
June 6 – 8, 2019 Milan Spoon Gathering 

https://milanvillageartsschool.org/spoon-gathering/ 
 

June 21 – 23, 2019 Wahpeton Carving Weekend 
 

August 15 – 16, 2019 Vesterheim Kolrosing Carving on Wood 
Minot, ND https://folkartschool.vesterheim.org/class/2019-
08-15- kolrosing-incising-on-wood 

 

Please send in any future event info to Doug Emerson or Eric Gaasland. 
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Monthly Meeting Minutes for Flickertail Woodcarvers 

January 5
th

, 2019, Trinity Lutheran Church 

Dale called the meeting to order.  There were probably 20 people present.     

Ed Ryen presented a project using a style of carving called kolrosing that a few 

members knew about, and had been mentioned during the last Whittle-Ins, but 

most of us had never seen examples or done it. 

Edgewood Vista: Carvers are meeting to carve with residents at Edgewood Vista 

in their Activity Center from 2-4 on the 1
st
 and 3

rd
 Thursdays of each month.  Some 

of the carvers participating are Ron Holtz, Larry Graf and Doug Emerson.  Coming 

dates are May 2
nd

 and 16
th
, and June 6

th
 and 20

th
. 

Secretary’s Report: Diane gave a summary of December’s notes.  Had not taken 

note of Memorial Fund.  Changed.  Eric and Eric moved and seconded the notes be 

approved.    

Treasurer’s Report: Warren reported that we have around $7117 in our account.  

Since that is about what we had last year, the clubs finances are doing well.  Eric T 

agreed to do the audit.  

Membership: A few latecomers are still signing up. 

Property:  OK. 

Library:  could have more action. 

Publicity: Ok 

Facebook: Doing fine. 

Website/Instagram: Doing fine 

Elections: Will be held in Feb: Elections for Treasurer, Program Chair, and 

Property.  Please see the will be held at the February meeting.  Please see the 

election Committee members if you would like to hold one of these positions.    

Buckstop Junction: Snowed in. 
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Annual Woodcarver’s Show:  Please be thinking of items to donate to the raffle 

for October’s Show.   

Programs: Spring Classes: The carving class will feature Bob Pedigo carving a 

wolf’s head in the round from Friday May 17 through Sunday May 19 and about 

2/3 full.  A colored pencil class will be going on at the same time.  They will be 

held at the Heritage Center from 8am to 5pm on Friday, and 10am to 5pm on 

Saturday and Sunday.  Doug E is taking reservations.  

Cancer Society: The number Cancer Hearts is getting low.  We may have time 

after a coming Whittle-In to do some.  Try and keep them in mind when you’re 

carving at home. 

Dale and Doug E went to the Cancer Society’s Awards Dinner just recently.  They 

were made a gift of a CD calendar.  Doug already has one.  Donna was presented 

with the other. 

 

Doug with the CD from the Cancer Society 

New Business: The Parks and Rec want to hold a Master Planning Session on Jan 

8
th

.  We (along with other small clubs) get priced out usually because we haven’t 
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the kind of capital needed for rent.  It is reported either last time or this to be about 

$780. per year. 

Ron T has two Flickertail shirts, XL, one blue and one black for sale.  They are too 

big for him.  Dave bought the blue and Jerry G the black. 

Old Business: Remember that our next meeting will be at the Heritage Center at 

7pm rather than the church.  Rather than a Whittle-In we are invited to attend a 

lecture given by Becky Barnes on Fossils in North Dakota.  We are fortunate to 

live in a state with such excellent paleontology.  The opportunity to find out more 

about some of the finds should be enjoyable.  

Show and Tell: There were a number of snow snakes returned from carvers who 

had taken some home from the last meeting, and a few more went with carvers this 

time.  They all need to be given to Doug soon.  

Eric T’s wild stallions have an impressionistic or abstract feel to them, but they 

definitely are coming out of their shells. 

Becky B is working on the dentition of her latest carnivorous beast. 

Tom brought two shiny intarsia creations, one of Santa’s famous reindeer and a 

raccoon hanging from an autumn oak.  

Bob P painstakingly carved a replica for housing for an NCAA hockey trophy, 

which was so well received that he was asked to carve an even smaller one.  He 

brought the smaller one for us to see. 

Bob also demonstrated how his folding spoon works.  He will be teaching us how 

to make them in February for our yearly Love Spoon session near Valentine’s Day.  

Anyone having information for the newsletter, email it to Tom Turck at 

tdturck@bis.midco.net . 

Having no further business, the meeting was adjourned. 

Respectfully Submitted by Diane Lehman Turck, Secretary     

********************************* 

mailto:tdturck@bis.midco.net
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January 5
th

, 2019 Whittle-In 

The Flickertails have been discussing the technique of Kolrosing in the abstract for 

a couple of months.  Ed Ryen decided to take his project time to teach us about it.  

According to Ed and handouts he had, Laplanders, the nomadic reindeer herders 

along the northern reaches of Scandinavia may have developed the craft by 

incising or etching patterns into bone and horn materials.  Eventually, wood 

became one of the materials used as well.  The practice dates back into Viking 

times, and therefore some of the illustrations have a Celtic flavor given the Viking 

penchant for raiding in those areas.   

Ed says that, for instance, dragons are part of the Celtic, but not the Scandinavian 

mythology, and some kolrosing incorporates them into the carving.  Much of past 

kolrosing was geometric or animal representations.  Now, we can notice other 

influences.  From Telemark County in southern Norway, rosemaling leaves, 

flowers and vines are being incorporated.   

 

Ed in center sharing out templates and ideas for kolrosing 
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In kolrosing, the idea was not to make a cut that would be of notice by itself, but to 

rub charcoal or finely ground bark into the design.  The dark pattern would give 

the impression of a three dimensional motif.  Therefore the “cut” would be more of 

an incision than an excision.  The items decorated were usually for everyday use, 

including spoons, bowls, cups and boxes, and did not last for long periods.   

Lighter colored woods with little grain are best suited, so basswood, birch and 

aspen are ideal.  All these give a good contrast to the thin lines.  Sand the wood 

and then seal it or the darkening compound, such as ash, will discolor the wood.  

Once again, sand it with 400 grit paper after it’s been sealed.  The final step in 

preparation is to draw the design or transfer it with graph paper onto the wood.  

Incise the wood just enough to score the wood, pulling for straight cuts and 

pushing carefully away with your left thumb as a guide if making a curved line.  A 

kolrosing knife works best since it can be held as a pencil.  Slow and steady.  If an 

extra line is added, a drop of Elmer’s glue in the cut can usually seal it. 

 

Starting to incise the wood 

Once the incising is finished, rub in a darkening compound.  That can be ash, very 

finely ground coffee, cinnamon, a tree sawdust for a more normal application.  
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Experiment with other substances that are that quite fine, but a different color.  

Wipe off any excess and re-sand with 400-600 grit sandpaper to remove raised 

cuts.  The design should be deep enough to withstand the sanding.   

Since most of the pieces are some sort of table ware, the finishing step would be to 

spread a food safe substance such as vegetable, walnut or flaxseed oil, or beeswax 

to the piece to give it a nice finish.  Letting the item dry and giving it another 

couple of coats with a couple of hours of drying in between appears to be best.  

There are Youtube sessions that discuss adding lemon oil or other oil or wax for 

projects that will be used for food.  For items that are not near food, there are, of 

course, other oil and wax choices.    

 

Rubbing coffee into Scandinavian design 

Ed had a variety of items with showing geometric, animal and runic drawings.  He 

had a practice piece with an open weave pattern and an abstract vine or floral 

design.  A note to himself said that pulling the blade gives a thinner line than 

pushing the blade.  An amulet necklace incised with a flower next to the piece is 

quite lovely.   
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Ed’s open weave drawing and decorative pictures 

He also had a few carving knives, spoons and forks and a decorated piece of wood 

probably about 2 by 7 inches with “Ryen” in old runic letters at the top.  One of the 

carving knives also had his name “Ed Ryen” with the “R” being the only letter that 

resembled Latin script.   A woodenware fork and spoon set contained an 

interesting poem, one line to each handle, starting with “wanna spoon?”.  The 

second line takes the message into a possible PG13 rating, so no photo.  Cute 

though.   

The picture below shows some wonderful work.  The animal on the carving knife 

is fun to see.  His eye being part of the hardware is a good adaptation.  The spoon 

is nicely finished and the kolrosing pattern on the handle well matched to the piece.  

The most intricate artwork, however, is on the strip of wood.  The scrollwork has 

got to have been difficult to achieve.  I think the asymmetry of the piece helps it 

look so pleasing. 
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Products of kolrosing 

 

A few finished snow snakes 
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The Show and Tell items were interesting.  Some weren’t actually show and tell.  

Doug E is gathering our snow snakes for the elementary schools we supply.  The 

slithery shapes and pyrographic diamonds are cool.  There are only a few left to go 

out with carvers, and of course a number need yet to be returned.  You should get 

them back on the 15
th
.  Eric T has gotten farther along on his stallions.  Instead of 

just pencil lines, they are energetically emerging from the wood.  It’s amazing to 

watch how they take form each session.  Body shapes in motion.  Becky B is 

working on another creature with large teeth.  She is painstakingly separating the 

sharp teeth inside the jaws.  The scales along his throat and jaw embellishments are 

great additions.  Tom has been working on intarsia projects, and he presented a 

raccoon traveling through oak trees and a reindeer of Santa’s in flight for everyone 

to see.  Bob P fulfilled the desire of someone he knows to make a smaller wooden 

replica that houses hockey sports trophies.  And then, because they liked that one, 

they asked if he could make an even smaller one for them.  He also demonstrated 

the spoon project he will be teaching us in a couple of weeks.  It is a folding spoon, 

which we have never tried before now.  Something new. 

 

Stallions engaging in battle 
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Dental work going well 

 

Colorful intarsia animals 
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A stand for a very small hockey sports trophy 

 

Bob’s example of a folding spoon 
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********************************* 

January 15
th

, 2019 Paleontology Lecture 

Rather than have our normal Whittle-In, the club members that were interested 

were going to attend a paleontology lecture given by Becky Barnes at the Heritage 

Center.  The lecture was part of the Visiting Scientists Series hoping to inspire and 

educate the public about the exciting and fun they can find in learning about 

subjects related to, but not only, science, technology, engineering and math. 

 

Poster for Becky’s talk 
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Becky has worked for the Geological Survey as the Lab Manager since 2008.  She 

has the opportunity to go on fossil digs in the summer, and work on the bones and 

data they find in the colder months.  Many of the digs are open to volunteer 

workers who can sign-up starting in the late winter if they meet certain criteria.   

Dale, representing one of the event sponsors introduced Becky, and their friendship 

was pleasant to see.  The presentation Becky gave discussed the types of different 

sites that the Geological Survey is excavating and some of the finds, like the T. rex 

tooth we had as a carving project not long ago.  Becky interspersed her talk with 

photos of various sites and other things found during summer work with cleaver 

drawings of herself and co-workers.  Becky is a wonderful carver and intarsia 

pieces of real and fantasy realms are wonderfully rendered, but we now know she 

is also skillful as caricature artist.   

She spoke and answered a number of questions, and then took us on an interesting 

tour of the Geological Gallery to finish off the evening. 

********************************* 

January 19
th

, Winter Celebration at the 
Heglunds 

On Saturday January 19
th
, we held our Winter Celebration.  It was at Dale and 

Jen’s house again.  Their place is so comfortable it is fortunate that they have 

allowed us use it for several years.  Dale always invites people to come out in the 

afternoon, before the party, to sit near one of the fireplaces to chat and have a 

drink.  This year, he changed it slightly as an invitation to work on carving the 

afternoon of the party.  The afternoon carving was independent from the evening 

party.  For instance, Luci could only stay for the afternoon, and could not attend in 

the evening.  About half a dozen people came and left, some to return later, at 

various points during the day.  We had a relaxing time with work and chatting.  

Dale has a workshop in the garage that is chock full the tools and miscellanea 

needed for wood carving and other projects.  He showed us the fish he had finished 

from the carving class in October with Dick Skauge.   
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Dale in his workshop with his pan fish 

 

Becky W with the start of a dog 
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Dale and Becky B later in the afternoon 

Becky B was working on dinosaurs and trilobites.  The trilobite would eventually 

turn into a Whittle-In project.  Becky W was working on a dog that would become 

her Whittle-In project.  She is working out how to attach the wagging tail.  Other 

wood carvings littered the table along with coffee, pop and tea.   

We had lunch and cookies.  Dale and Jen’s two cats sat quietly in their carrier until 

right before our supper when they came out to eat theirs.  They were so still all 

afternoon I didn’t even know there were two inside.  One is long haired and the 

other has short hair, but both are a creamy tan, the one with long hair a little more 

toward the yellow side.  Both were very nicely behaved.  
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The Heglund cats at supper 

The party began in the late afternoon.  The first guests checked out the garage and 

eventually everyone was in the house.  Items were set up for the pot luck, and 

Becky W and I helped until the last preparations were finished.  People broke into 

groups to eat snacks, have a before dinner drink, and chat.  There were various 

locations to sit and relax before supper as in previous years and everyone easily 

found chairs or seats to enjoy each other’s company and conversations.  

Even though the holiday season was officially over, the home still had cozy feel of 

elegant comfort.  Dale had some interesting alcohol for us to try.  I wasn’t much of 

a fan, but several others enjoyed it.  The table and chair arrangements were like 

previous years, with most set in the mid level and places at the kitchen table.  The 

tables at mid level had glass hemispheres with strings of tiny clear lights that added 

to the atmosphere of celebration.   

Of course the food was quite wonderful.  It always is.  People try to bring the best 

thing they can, and there is a lot of variety and a lot of food.  There was a mix-up 

with the plates. We have so many from summer picnics that Eric G was going to 

bring them to the party.  When he couldn’t come, I bought some not knowing he 
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would drop them off anyway.  So we had winter plates, and summer plates, and 

enough now for years to come. 

 

Cliff with the winning paper plate 

Becky W’s partner Trampus is the Game Master for Thursday night board games 

in Mandan.  We asked him if he could organize the games for the evening.  He 

graciously agreed.  He was perfect.  The first game involved spatial awareness.  

We all put a paper plate on our heads and with a pencil tried to follow Trampus’ 

directions.  He wanted us to draw a Christmas scene with a tree and a fireplace in 

certain areas of the room.  The tree had ornaments, a star on top and a present 

underneath.  All told, there were about 10 items we needed to place in certain 

locations.  Then we tallied points depending on how close we came to having the 

picture drawn correctly.  Cliff had the most points.  
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Discussing answers for the true/false multiple choice quiz 

The next game was a traditional true/false multiple choice questionnaire about the 

holiday.  It was not too hard and not too easy.  Like “Name the eight reindeer,” or 

True or False “Santa’s nose is like an apple.”  Most people got most answers 

correct.  It had just the right balance between knowledge and guessing.  The last 

game was Christmas song opposites.   

An example would be “Black Easter” for “White Christmas.”  It is all the more 

interesting because some opposites like “Easter” for “Christmas” is an 

approximations; there is no actual opposite for the word.  That meant thought for 

the answer wasn’t exactly a straight line.  Some guessing and creativity were 

necessary.  All of the games were fun and there was a lot of talking and laughing 

throughout. 
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Bob P choosing between candy and a Flickertail neckerchief 

 

Ron with a black neckerchief 

For prizes for 1
st
, 2

nd
, and 3

rd
 we had two broad choices.  Becky used different 

patterned kerchiefs to embroider a new machine embroidery design that looks like 
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a flickertail with a crown.  It might not actually be a prairie dog, maybe a 

chipmunk, but it looks close enough, and it’s cute.  If you’re wearing it as a 

bandana, no one will know.   The variety of cloths included black, camo, 

orange/gold, brown and others.  The other type of prize was theater box candy like 

Good & Plenty, Mike & Ike, Hot Tamales and SweeTarts. 

Then there were two exchanges, the carving and non-carving.  You participated if 

you had brought a present for one or the other exchange.  Most gifts were 

homemade, but not all.  This year Karen got the bottle of alcohol that is usually 

given (not by the same person).  It was Dubliners Irish Whiskey and it came in a 

nice looking Christmas bag. 

 

Karen with her charming bag to hold the Irish Whiskey 

In keeping with the spoon theme of the year, two of the exchanges were spoons. 
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Ron H got a spoon 

from a wood 

embued with 

colorful streaks, like 

lilac  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Doug E received a folding 

spoon 

 

Both spoons are small 

enough to pocket on a long 

hike and have a utensil 

ready to eat with when you 

stop 
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A few more gifts are seen below. 

             

     Warren got an intarsia frog that would hang comfortably on a wall 

              

                   Tom’s new Santa ornament has a lot of personality 
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The little character Bob P holds 

has big ears and a wavy golden 

beard that looks soft and not 

hard wood 

 

 

 

  

 

Jen is holding a 

homemade tote bag.  

A happy flickertail on 

the front is painting 

leaves in autumn 

colors.  
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Becky W and Trampus 

Finally, a picture of Becky W showing a faux wine bottle of wire to hold wine 

corks.  Knowing Becky she already has three projects she has planned for some of 

the corks.  Next to her is Trampus whose imaginative games gave us a great 

evening of fun.  

********************************* 

  January 26
th

, 2019 Lutefisk Dinner 

The Sons of Norway have been interested in learning more about wood carving, 

since that was a craft well known in Scandinavian countries.  They are trying to 

explore and experience the things their ancestors did for leisure and for fun.  To 

that end, a number of them sat in on one or several of the beginning carver’s class 
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we had last fall.  The session on chip carving was one they wanted particularly to 

attend.   

The Flickertails put a demonstration table up at their Annual Lutefisk Dinner 

which was held on January 26
th

 this year.   

 

Dave Mathews, now a Flickertail, hosting the Lutefisk Dinner with his wife. 

They are in front of the demonstration table. 

  

********************************* 
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Obituary Notice 

On January 25
th

 of 2019 we lost one of our members.  Lyle Warner has been 

coming fairly regularly to our meetings for some time.  Normally at a table with a 

group of other carvers, he was part of the regular conversations.  In addition, he 

was one of those who could join in a series of back and forth teasing with the best 

of the jokers. 

He spent most of his career in agricultural education, about 30 years of it at 

Bismarck State College.  His interests in developing youth and their careers, 

particularly in raising sheep led to a 2013 Award as Agriculturalist of the Year for 

the 87
th
 Little International Livestock Show.  He also did two tours in Vietnam for 

the Navy when he was much younger.   

At some point a number of years ago he was involved with the Flickertails, but 

normal life demands led to him dropping his participation.  While he had been 

busy in retirement, he realized he had time to reacquaint himself with the hobby he 

enjoyed years before.  I don’t know if he had been carving at home all along, but 

he certainly was a skilled carver.  He was in Bob Lawrence’s Mountain Man in a 

Wolf’s Hat last year, where he and Troy along with several others kept us smiling 

for the whole weekend.  He was one of many who finished the Moravian 

Christmas ornament within the class time.  He was fighting cancer and entered into 

hospice before he passed away. 

Lyle was friendly, generous, kind and fun to engage in conversation.  He had 

purchased some wood including purple heart to fashion into Cancer Hearts before 

his death.  He will be missed. 

 

********************************* 
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Monthly Meeting Minutes for Flickertail Woodcarvers 

February 2
nd

, 2019, Trinity Lutheran Church 

Eric G opened the meeting with approximately 20+ people present, a mix of 

regular and recent members.  Perry is back as well. 

Bob P had the project which was a folding spoon.  We’ve had lots of Love Spoon 

variations, but I think the first time for a folding spoon.  Thanks. 

Edgewood Vista: Carvers are meeting to carve with residents at Edgewood Vista 

in their Activity Center from 2-4 on the 1
st
 and 3

rd
 Thursdays of each month.  

Coming dates are May 2
nd

 and 16
th

, and June 6
th

 and 20th. 

Secretary’s Report: Diane read January’s notes.  They were passed.    

Treasurer’s Report: Warren reported that we have $6511.41.  The audit will be 

back soon. 

Guests/New members: Jerry Nicholson who used to participate several years ago 

when Frank was still here. 

Lyle Warner: Please sign the card for Lyle Warner that is being passed. 

Membership:  Doug S says approximately 70 members are registered, but there 

are also some stragglers yet.   

Library: Cliff has reorganized the library.  Everything is in order AND there is a 

catalogue that has publications listed by type of carving with author, title and 

media (book, DVD, stick, and video) columns.  Amazing. 

Property: Everything is OK.     

Publicity: Becky W getting announcements for the fall show in magazines. 

 

Facebook: Doing fine. 

 

Website/Instagram: Becky B has several good ideas that will be discussed in 

depth when she can be here at the next meeting.  They involve social media and 

more. 
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Elections: The election Committee checked to see if anyone wanted to volunteer 

for one of the positions up for election, but got no takers as long as those in the 

positions already were satisfied to retain their titles.  Therefore, elections were held 

by acclamation rather than ballot. The treasurer will stay Warren Schlecht, the 

program chair will remain Doug Emerson, and Vince Bitz will keep in charge of 

property.  

  

Programs: Spring Classes: The carving class will feature Bob Pedigo carving a 

wolf’s head in the round from Friday May 17 through Sunday May 19.  A colored 

pencil class will be going on at the same time.  They will be held at the Heritage 

Center from 8am to 5pm on Friday, and 10am to 5pm on Saturday and Sunday.  

Doug E is taking reservations.  

 

Doug E is filling the projects for 2019-2020 Whittle-In calendar. 

 

The Fargo Show is April 13-14.  Information has been in e-mails and the Nov/Dec 

Newsletter.  The classes look interesting and the show itself is always fun. 

 

Don’t forget the Wahpeton Carving Show either!  It is June 21
st
 to 23

rd
 this year.  

Many members and spouses attend as there are activities for everyone, 

accommodations and food are good and the atmosphere is welcoming to all. 

 

Doug E reminded us that the snowsnakes are coming due.  There are some 

outstanding. 

 

Buckstop Junction: Snowed in. 

  

Annual Woodcarver’s Show:  Please be thinking of items to donate to the raffle 

for October’s Show.   

Doug E asked about having supper at the Radisson for the October Show and given 

the lack of response, it appears all are thinking that we should.  It’s always been 

well received. 
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Given that the October Show will be an important one for our history, Doug 

suggested several carvers to consider as the Master Instructor.  One was Cecilia 

Schiller from Minneapolis.  She carves puppets and automatons, and it could be 

seen as a tribute to Telle, if there is interest in carving puppets.  Another was Jay 

Haavik from Seattle.  His carvings are considered Norwegian/Scandinavian and 

NW Coast Native American.  He often carves in relief.  Third is Harley Refsal, 

who is considered a Scandinavian wood carver.  He studies that style and has lived 

in Norway.  He does flat plane carving and rough out.  Some of his carving 

necessitates long handled tools.  Finally, Harold Enlow an ‘old timer’ from 

Arkansas.  He is a leading US carver and caricature specialist.  In addition he has 

completed caricature and other study sticks for learning carvers.  

 

Heritage Center: The exhibits should be up soon.  There have been some internal 

difficulties in the heritage center which have caused some things, like this 

program, to be delayed, but everything appears to be back on track.  

Public Library:  Bob P is returning our exhibits today.   

Picnics in Summer: yes 

Show and Tell:  Eric G brought an early example of the turtle he will be teaching 

for a project the next session. 

Becky W brought a lovely box with an incised relief design and interesting joinery 

at the corners.   

Vince made an intarsia sea turtle of several woods.  Exquisite.  

Anyone having information for the newsletter, email it to Tom Turck at 

tdturck@bis.midco.net . 

 

Having no further business, Diane moved that the meeting be adjourned and Eric G 

seconded. 

 

Respectfully Submitted by Diane Lehman Turck, Secretary     

 

mailto:tdturck@bis.midco.net
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********************************* 

February 2
nd

, 2019 Whittle-In 

Usually about this time of year, in February near Valentine’s Day, we carve Love 

Spoons.  Bob P has designed them for us for several years.  Last year, though, 

carved spoons seemed to be everywhere all year long.  They were the subject of 

classes taken by Eric G and Luci, they were highlighted parts of carving shows in 

various places and even the subject of exhibits and books in the states and Canada.  

Sessions were held teaching wet carving, dry carving, and using different types of 

wood.  Then there were regular spoons, ladles, butter knives and spreaders of 

various sizes.  Finally, some were adorned with normal cultural designs like 

flowers and hearts progressing to more modern fire bursts from dragons or car 

exhausts depending on your point of view. 

Bob P could have just designed a Love Spoon.  His spoons are so well imagined, 

that would have satisfied everyone.  Instead, he created a folding spoon.  He had 

been telling us that about the idea, and there were at least 20 people to see how it 

was made.  It has a simple, roundish bowl part and an uncomplicated pentagonal 

handle with a forward bending tip at the handle’s end.  The bent tip, I think, adds 

stability to the handle to keep it from breaking over the bowl when the two pieces 

are closed.  Between the bowl and the handle is the semi circular hinge connecting 

the bowl and handle.  The two parts from the bowl enclose around the projection 

from the handle and a small wire or rod passes through all three to make them one 

piece.    

Bob had the wooden templates, cut out drawings to show how to proceed with the 

carving, and the hardware to go through the hinge.  In addition, Bob brought a 

number of spoon examples with different treatments on their handles.  Using 

kolrosing, one had a geometric pattern of curves and diamond shapes with the 

kolrosing laid on quite thickly, and another was incised with a leafy vine or branch.  

A third had a line of two hearts cut through the wood. 

Everyone was enjoying the project.  It was challenging but manageable with 

occasional help.  The hinge was a newer concept for some.  Bob made the rounds 

of the tables to make sure people understood what they should do.   
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Bob’s templates and drawings 

 

Note the two different woods and the upturned handle ends 
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Working diligently. 

 

Even when you’re carving, there’s always time to chat. 
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Bob P helping Mike with his spoon 

Eric G is working on a turtle for his project next week.  With his front legs 

positioned right now stemming from his neck area, he will be a great sea turtle.  I 

think he has a few more cuts to go in the shoulder area.  The back legs look pretty 

much like they are more useful on land yet.  I look forward to trying this carving.  

The poor thing had an accident to one of his back legs, but some quick doctoring 

with glue looks to have made it good as new. 

Vince brought a turtle to Show and Tell that is also a sea turtle, and beautifully 

made one at that.  The intarsia piece, comprised of four or five different types of 

wood has been polished until it gleams.  The grain in the lower part of his back 

gives depth to his shell.  Because it’s 2-dimensional, we only see one front and one 

rear leg.  Part of the front leg and neck are a cream color contrasting to the browns 

in the rest of the turtle.  The set of his jaw and the total focus of his eye make him 

appear to be quite determined. 
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Eric’s turtle in progress with a mended back leg 

 

Vince’s single-minded turtle 
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A wonderfully intricate box 

Becky W brought a box created by Peter Follansbee from Massachusetts.  

Follansbee reproduces furniture based on works done in the 17
th

 century.  He has 

been researching and demonstrating in this field for some 20 years.  He is 

employed at the Plymouth Plantation in New England and has written a book 

called Joiner’s Work on what he does.  The box is made exclusively with hand 

tools and shows a number of carving and joining techniques.   

********************************* 

February 19
th

, 2019 Whittle-In 

Eric G has been working on this turtle for awhile.  He had a turtle project a couple 

of years ago, but this is a different iteration.  He got his inspiration from one of the 

Christmas ornaments his mother brought back with her from a trip to Hawaii.  It 

was a sea turtle made of woven palm fronds.  It was not very thick and maybe the 

size of a drink coaster.  Very Hawaiian looking, actually. 
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I was looking forward to this session.  Eric’s sea turtle looks easier to carve than 

his land turtle was.  In addition, it does look like the sea turtles I remember seeing 

in Hawaii.  Unfortunately, I was down with the flu, and the members who came 

were the ones who carve, not the ones who take photos.  The photo below is the 

only one that I think was that evening, but I have a few others that I will make do 

double duty.  I will use them here to augment this Whittle-In, and then where they 

belong as well. 

 

Eric’s sea turtles 

Two species of sea turtle figure into Hawaiian lore and history.  The hawksbill or 

‘ea and the green or honu sea turtles are both mentioned in the creation narrative, 

but the green sea turtle is most often associated with Hawaii.  In fact there is a 

distinct subpopulation that is associated with the Hawaiian Islands.  The green 

turtle is one of the largest hard-shelled sea turtles, being 3-4 feet long and weighing 

an average of 300-350 pounds.  The shell or carapace has a tear drop shape and is 

olive, dark brown or black in color, often with mottling, spot shapes or variegated 

rays.  Green, their name, is associated with their fat layer rather than their outward 

color. 
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Green turtles are a migratory animal.  They travel great distances to their breeding 

grounds.  While the females mate every 2-4 years, males visit the breeding grounds 

each year.  Females may breed 3-5 times in the season, however, and have 85-200 

eggs in a clutch which they bury in a hole on the beach by the ocean.  The 

hatchlings emerge 50-70 days later at night when the temperature and incubation 

conditions are right and make a break for the water.  There are lots of predators 

waiting.  The sex of the babies depends on the temperature.  Warmer air 

temperatures and areas in the central, warmer part of the nest favor the production 

of females.   

Babies are carnivores, spending several years in the open oceans, then juveniles 

settle into a shallow water way of life.  At this age, green turtles are omnivorous.  

As adults they are herbivores and their trimming of seagrasses is an important 

component to the ecosystem, and the reason their fat layer is green.  While green 

turtles need to breathe, they spend most of their time under water, even sleeping 

under rocks or coastal ledges.   

Because green turtles live mostly under water, their eyesight is good there, but they 

are near sighted on land.  While they see in color, they can’t discern the part of the 

spectrum that is orange-red.  They hear mostly by vibration.  No sea turtle can 

retract its head into its shell the way land turtles can.  Green sea turtles don’t 

become sexually mature until they are between 20-30 years old and can live to past 

80 years old.  It is thought they have an internal magnetic compass to help them in 

their long migratory travels.   

All sea turtles are threatened or endangered.  Only 1% of green turtles reach 

maturity.  Of course, that isn’t the last of their problems.  The green turtle along 

with other turtles, caught in fish nets normally drown.  Beaches where breeding 

populations mate have become construction developments.  In addition, although 

there are restrictions on eating turtle and their eggs, many people tend to ignore 

such laws for their own satisfaction. 
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Turtle blanks, and finished turtles, one upside down showing how much to 

trim on the bottom 

 

Vince’s intarsia green sea turtle 
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Eric had enough blanks, and gave directions on how to proceed with carving.  He 

went around to the various tables and helped people as they needed.  Now that I’ve 

learned a bit about sea turtles, I think that Vince’s turtle is a green turtle.  

I am sorry anyone who had Show and Tell items, I have no record of what was 

shown or photos.  Bring the items in again, though and we can remedy that. 

********************************* 

 

 

Heritage Center 

Hall of Carving, 2019 

In the small side hallway, just outside the Governor’s Gallery in the Heritage 

Center, The Flickertail Woodcarvers have an exhibit highlighting a few of the 

many aspects of woodcarving. 

Although the display, titled Chisels and Shavings, was delayed for a month or so, 

the results are quite worth the wait.  The exhibit is defined by two small wooden 

walls jutting into the hallway, one on either side.  The title is shown on one wall 

and a small glass case, like a foyer into a larger room, is on the other wall.  It 

shows the most recent carvings of three veteran carvers, fox, horse, dog and 

caricature, along with similar carvings of those subjects when the men were first 

starting in the 1980s and 1990s.  The idea is that with time and a work, anyone can 

improve in carving. 

Behind that wall, so on the left side of the room, is a glass case containing 

examples of everyday carvings.  There is everything from a boot to a small 

carousel of dala horses, people and animals in various poses, and a walking stick. 
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             Early carvings mixed with ones showing more expertise 

           

    Many carvings detail people and animals in everyday activities 
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        The evolution of a carving and the tools to accomplish it 

The case in the back left corner includes several carving progressions.  A man, a 

fish and a graduate are shown from the beginning blank or template through 

several iterations down to the finished, painted product.  Also in the case are the 

normal carving tools, and accessories, protective glove and thumb guard, and in a 

small area in the back, the types of wood. 

To the right of that is a tall case that shows how carving has changed and how it 

has remained the same.  It also reveals how past carving has inspired and 

influenced today’s carvers.  At the top of the case is a puppet made by Telle 

Rudser in the 1930s next to a plesiosaur whose head and neck, tail and fins are able 

to move and be repositioned in a more fluid motion than the puppet.  Further, 

staining has improved allowing more original color.  Detailing has improved with 

the older fisherman on a mid shelf using fishing line and the newer man under him 

having his catch on a chain, and the smaller bison at the bottom being more true-

to-life, showing the heavy pelt hair on his back.  On the other hand, painting on the 

more recent plate near the center of the case is similar to the paint on the letter 

opener and stamp dispenser next to it. 
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              Carving examples through time 

In the right corner on the back wall the case exhibits some of the utilitarian items 

wood carving makes.  Besides the huge ladle and spoons, there is a carved 

Norwegian tine box with a sea serpent, an Icelandic food container, a beautiful 

chip carved jewelry box, a reliquary with a religious medal inside and a Finnish 

cup or Kuksa, still a favorite especially when camping. 

On the right hand wall towards the back center is a case hanging on the wall.  

Being the only wall hanging case, much smaller than the rest, and with only two 

pieces inside, it draws your attention as a focal point in the room.  Within is a 

cottonwood bark house, tall, complex and exquisite.  A small outbuilding or 

outhouse is down the hill.  The colored pine tree at its side adds to the scene. 
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                            A fantastic house 

Finally, the glass case on the right hand wall just behind the wooden partition is 

filled with spoons.  Spoons have been a dominant theme in carving lately, and this 

showcases the variety in carving from love spoons, to chip carved, to kolrosed, to 

elaborate; in type from regular spoons, to ladles, to spatulas, to spreaders; in types 

of wood from basswood, to walnut, to lilac, to sumac.  This one utilitarian 

(usually) item can run the gamut of what a simple carving can encompass. 
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                               A myriad amount of spoons 

 

 

 

 

 


